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We will solve Math problems in different ways
and prove our thinking.

Sharon Mitchell, Chris McKay, Jen Fair, Joanna Letsos, , Seta Moore-Bridge, Scott Askey, Scott
Ratter, Kelli Gough

REFLECT: What did we find? (Reflect on the learning)

School
Improvement
Goals

-Intermediate students are still reluctant to use math tools. or experience
difficulty self-selecting appropriate tools. Shift will come as younger students
Changes in
who have had more experience with CRA and math tools enter the
Student
Achievement intermediate division
(What did you -PJ students are beginning to self-select appropriate math tools with
learn about increasing confidence
your
-use of CRA, number talks has allowed access to curriculum to previously
students?)
reluctant math learners

Changes in
Instructional
Practice
(What did you
learn about
your
practice?)

PLAN: What will be the focus of our learning? (Based on review of Data Inventory and/or student achievement data)

Teachers will become more efficient in teaching
a wider variety of strategies in all Math strands.
Students will improve their understanding,
communication and performance in all Math
strands.

-asking students to explain their thinking in more detail
-increased use of number line (both staff and student) within the classroom
-more consistent use of number talks throughout school
-staff have created a culture in the school of increased risk-taking for students
-tasks selected by staff promote student talk, engagement, and collaboration

ASSESS/OBSERVE: How are we doing? (Review qualitative & quantitative data related to success criteria)
-more primary and junior students are using Math
tools with greater efficacy. Intermediate students
will do so when prompted
-increased alignment of math tool use through high
school cross panel work
Outcomes or -students are improving in their ability to
communicate the reasoning behind the work that
Impact of
Strategy on they are doing
students
-student work is more consistently reflecting the use
of number line or parts-whole models as a strategy
to solve problems
-increased risk taking and confidence of students.

-all staff are engaged in co-planning and
implementation of strategies, sharing student
learning and their own reflections
- examples of student work, learning goals, success
criteria, descriptive feedback, evident in most
Educator
classrooms
experiences
with the
- all staff meeting/school based PD to date have
Implementation been numeracy focused
of the Strategy
-more consistent use of number talks throughout
school
-

Which BIPSA
objectives
align with
Develop a repertoire of instructional strategies to accommodate the diverse
your goals?
needs of all learners.

ACT: What will we implement and evaluate? (Strategies and Success Criteria)

Identify
strategies to be
implemented in
classrooms.

(see BIPSA,SEF
and curricular
expectations for
examples of
strategies)
Identify educator
and student
success criteria
and evidence to
be collected (How
will you
determine
effectiveness of
strategy?)
Identify required
resources and
professional
learning to
support the
implementation
of the strategies

Strategies
Teachers will:
-begin each staff meeting /PD session with a Math activity to demonstrate a
new strategy
- focus on Number Lines, decomposition and Parts/Whole as instructional
strategies
-Provide and model use of math tools (CRA)
-consistently use and post number talks
explicitly teach number line, decomposition, parts/whole across strands
- work with staff from another school site (CIL-M)
-work with knowledgeable others to team teach, coach and offer PD to staff
-have the opportunity to join a Lunch and Learn seminar (What to Look For)
-implement more opportunities for staff to withdraw students from their
own classes to provide small-group support
Students will:
-select and use math tools to solve a variety of tasks
-actively participate in Math talks
-accurately use number line, decomposition, parts/whole, to problem solve
and support their thinking
Evidence/Look-Fors
-posted examples of student math work, rubrics, success criteria, learning
goals, and descriptive feedback
- students will communicate their reasoning and problem solving strategies
- improved performance on classroom assessments (PRIME, division-specific
math tasks)
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